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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Marianne, an Org Admin, hears feedback that it's difficult for her members to find channels. She regularly receives requests in the #help-

slack channel from members who accidentally created duplicate channels because they weren't aware there was already a channel on a

certain topic.

Which action should Marianne's team take first to address the problem?

Options: 
A- Change her workspace settings to allow all members to archive channels.

B- Standardize and communicate channel naming conventions.

C- Encourage members to add a channel purpose and topic.

D- Restrict new channel creation to admins only.

Answer: 
D



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your company is conducting an internal security assessment of Slack prior to implementation. Which of the following is true about

security in Slack?

Options: 
A- Workspace Admins can see all direct message content at any time through the Admin console.

B- Slack data is stored on your company's servers.

C- Slack data is encrypted at rest and in transit.

D- Slack members can only access Slack when on the corporate network.

Answer: 
C

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Brian, an Org Owner on Enterprise Grid, needs to ensure that all Slack data is archived and stored outside of Slack.

What does Brian need to do?

Options: 
A- Turn on Corporate exports to retrieve private data and store it elsewhere.

B- Contact Slack to set message and file retention policies at the Organization level to 'Keep all messages'.

C- Enable DLP and quarantine all messages and files that need to be archived.

D- Use a third-party eDiscovery app to retrieve and store data in a data warehouse.

Answer: 
C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

How many integrations can be installed on a workspace on the Standard plan?



Options: 
A- 25 integrations

B- 10 integrations

C- Unlimited

D- 5 integrations

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

At which point in the process should you claim your relevant domains for your Enterprise Grid organization?

Options: 
A- Any time. Workspaces created prior to domain claiming will be shut down automatically.



B- Never. Slack will automatically claim the domains for you when you purchase Enterprise Grid.

C- As soon as possible. This feature is not retroactive, so workspaces created prior to claiming the domain will continue to exist as

standalone workspaces.

D- Before purchasing Enterprise Grid. It is important to claim domains while still on the free plan.

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A user with a claimed email domain tries to create a new workspace. The user is redirected to the Enterprise Grid org's workspace

directory and is asked to join an existing workspace or contact the Grid Org Owners for

more details.

True or False: Claiming relevant domains for your Enterprise ensures that all workspaces are subject to the organization's Grid policies,

such as message retention, SSO/security settings, and eDiscovery/archiving.

Options: 



A- True

B- False

Answer: 
B

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Tam Corp sells 15 versions of their software to customers around the world. They have a global team (e.g., sales, engineering, support,

and human resources) of 500 employees.

Tam Corp is moving to the Enterprise Grid plan from two workspaces on the Plus plan. On their current Plus plan, they organize one

workspace by team (e.g., #sales-team, #engineering-team, and #support-team), and the other workspace is primarily for recruiting

discussions and the leadership team.

Leadership does not want the move from Plus to Grid to significantly impact how teams are communicating today.

When considering how to structure the Enterprise Grid, what is the structure that aligns with leadership and allows the teams to

communicate most effectively?



Options: 
A- Create workspaces for each department and sub-department in the company.

B- Create workspaces for each product line sold, where each workspace is the 'primary' workspace for the employee.

C- Create workspaces based on how information is shared, and where employees have one 'primary' workspace where they spend 80%

of their time.

D- Create one workspace, where each product line sold has its own channel.

Answer: 
B

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

GoodAdvertisements Inc works with several companies to support global advertising campaigns and are on a paid plan. They are

preparing for a campaign launch that requires input from multiple companies.

GoodAdvertisements Inc wants the ability to coordinate effectively with the companies before and during their respective launch in a

private channel, but it is not clear whether the companies use paid Slack plans. The Admins at the company want to take security

precautions before inviting any outside individuals into their Slack workspace.



What is the best way for the Admins to have the individuals from the outside companies join the Slack workspace and ensure the

process scales for future launches with other companies?

Options: 
A- Require that invitations get approval via a #guest-invitation-approval channel so Admins can action the requests and inform project

leaders to invite individuals from outside companies as Single-Channel Guests. Set expiry dates for the Single-Channel Guests.

B- Require that invitations get approval via a #guest-invitation-approval channel so Admins can action the requests and inform project

leaders to invite individuals from outside companies as Multi-Channel Guests. Set expiry dates for the Multi-Channel Guests.

C- Have the Admins individually send out Single-Channel Guest invitations.

D- Ask the outside companies to upgrade to the paid plan. Then, share the launch channel externally to the companies, and set a

reminder to unshare the channel when the launch is complete.

Answer: 
A
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